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This paper gives a version of the hyperbolic term in the Selberg trace formula for 
S1(3, Z)\PS1(3, R)/S0(3, iw) which is detailed enough to contain information about 
class numbers and regulators of totally real cubic number fields. Also a diophatine 
equation is given which partially characterizes the hyperbolic elements of 
s1(3, z). 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
In [7] we investigated the story of conjugacy classes of hyperbolic 
elements in Sl(n, Z) and the story of class numbers of a ring R = Z[A], 
where L is a unit in Q(A). We found that both were the same story, namely, 
the number of conjugacy classes of matrices with eigenvalues 
{L(l), I”‘,..., JCn)} was the same as the class number of R. The conjugacy 
classes were under the action of Gl(n, Z) and the class number was the 
number of wide ideal classes in R. Sometimes this class number is the same 
as the class number of OK, the ring of integers of K. Other times it may not 
be. A corollary in [7] notes that for n odd the Sl(n, Z) conjugacy classes 
are the same as the G&n, Z!) conjugacy classes. This remark allows us to 
write down explicitly the hyperbolic term of the Selberg trace formula for 
H= S/(3, R)/SO(3, IR) with the discrete group r= S43, Z). We will define 
a hyperbolic element of S43, Z) to be a matrix which is conjugate to one of 
the form 
, where Ed # 1, c2#1 and l/~,~~#l. 
Such a definition restricts us exactly to the situation considered in [7], 
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namely the case of a matrix with an irreducible characteristic polynomial of 
degree n = 3. 
As in the 2 x 2 case, we have some function F on H which we may 
assume with compact support. The integral obtained is exactly analogous 
to the S/(2, Z) case, namely 
B a representative of an S/(3, Z))conjugacy class of matrices conjugate to E 
under S43, R). 
9 is the fundamental domain for the centralizer of B in f. We can con- 
jugate B by an element of SE(3, IR) to obtain Y-‘BY= E, with E diagonal 
as above. A centralizer of E is then generated by two diagonal matrices 
with entries {c(,, CI*, l/cr,cc,j and {fli,lj2, l//?i/IZ} such that c$/?~=E~ for 
somej, k. The C(~, /Ii are fundamental units of the real cubic field Q(cci). 
Under conjugation the fundamental domain has moved. If we write an 
element XE S43, R) as X= ANK, where A is diagonal, N strictly upper 
triangular, and K compact, then the associated element of 
H = S/(3, R)/SO(3, W) is x= AN. If dX is the right Haar measure on H, 
then under the Iwasawa decomposition given above it becomes 
dX=dAdN=*dL’zdx,dx,d.x, 
YI Y2 
for 
1 -x1 x2 
0 1 xX = AN. 
00 1 
i 
It is now easy to find the volume of the fundamental domain for the cen- 
tralizer of B. We just observe that by Dirichlet’s unit theorem [2] and a 
corollary to [7], the group of units is cyclic on two generators c(, , /Ii, and 
the additive group generated by {(log CI,, log LYE), (log p,, log fi,)} has a 
fundamental domain in R2/Z2 whose volume is equal to the regulator of 
the field. Note that the integration 
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One recognizes this integral as the HarishhChandra transform (Terras 
[5> 61 L 
F(A)=J’ F(AN)dN. 
N 
Note that this integral converges for F continuous with compact support. 
We should also mention that for the S42, Z) case the transform p((A) is 
usually written in terms of the Selberg transform. As described in [ 1 ] the 
Selberg transform is a composition of Mellin and Harish-Chandra trans- 
forms. 
So we have 
Reg(R,) sfsZ - 
{ Bj counting S/(3, Z) conjugacy classes of hyperbolics with representative 
E, where 
and @.{b) = E,. 
Now we can apply the result from [73 which tells us that the number of 
conjugacy classes equivalent to E under S/(3, [w) is the class number of the 
ring R,= Z[&i]. Note that because n = 3 is odd that the Gl(n, E)-con- 
jugates are also Sl(n, H)-conjugates. Let R, = H[.si] and let h(R,) denote 
the class number of R, . Then we have 
FORMULA 1. 
CI,, /I, an arbitrary choice of fundamental units in R, with cc, > a2 > c(~, 
Pl>82>P3, 
A=(! f ."i. B=ti ;2 Bj. 
where N(E, - Ed) = (E, - E~)(&~ - Q)(&~ -Ed). 
In the quadratic case the hyperbolic matrices of S/(2, H) are related to 
the roots of a diophantine equation, namely, Pell’s equation. It is possible 
to deduce Pell’s equation from a study of the fixed points of hyperbolic 
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matrices, but we seek a more general way of deriving it. A study of the 
integer constants associated to a hyperbolic matrix should enable us to 
count solutions to a diophantine equation instead of counting conjugacy 
classes directly for S/(3, Z). 
Suppose we have A E Sf(3, Z) and suppose A is a hyperbolic matrix. Let 
‘+j % ;)=‘--(; $ j x, 
where sIsZsj = 1 and the .si are units in a cubic extension of 0, and 
XE S/(3, W). We can compute the characteristic polynomial of A, then, in 
two ways: 
P(x)= -x3+(a+e+i)12+(-~e-uai-ei+ch+hc+fg)I+1 
= (E, -X)(&* - X)(E3 - x) 
= -x3+(&,+&2+&3)X2-(&,&2+&2&j+&,&3)X+f 
= -x3+Tr(s1)x2-Tr(E2e3)x+1 
= -x3+Tr(s,)x2-Tr(l/s,)x+l. 
It is clear that Tr(s,)=Tr(A), but we see also that Tr(s;l)=Tr(Apl) is 
the other integer constant associated to P(x). 
Let k = Tr A and k* = Tr(A ~ ‘). We then expect to find a diophantine 
equation relating k, k*, and d= the discriminant of the field K= Q(E,, E*). 
In the 2 x 2 case we have a matrix B with trace k associated to units 
{I, A-‘} and the field K= Q(n) with discriminant d. It is easy to derive 
Pell’s equation from a theorem in Samuel [2], which states that if D(x, y) 
is the discriminant over K of x and y and if x, y are a Q-basis for K, then 
D(x, y) = m’d. We can then note that (1,3L) is a Q-basis for K. Then 
D(A, l)=det (‘,:y ‘i’), 
where Tr I= Tr B = k. We also have 
Tr(n2) = ,I2 + l/i12 
= 22 + l//I2 + 2 - 2 
= (A + l/n)2 - 2 
=(Tri)‘-2 
=k2-2 
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&I&, l)=det y,2 p-4. 
Applying the theorem from Samuel, we have k’ - 4 = m2d, which is exactly 
Pell’s equation. This derivation is the one we shall imitate in order to do 
the 3 x 3 case. 
The Selberg trace formula includes, as we have seen, a sum over triplets 
of units {E,, s2, Ed), where E, >E~>E~. Thus it counts not every cubic field, 
but every triple of conjugate units in cubic fields. It is easy to see that, 
although we have been counting ideal classes associated to a smaller field, 
a(~,), really a matrix with a set of eigenvalues is,, cZ, Q} ought to corre- 
spond to the field containing all three of those eigenvalues. In fact the 
characteristic polynomial of our matrix A is really the polynomial 
associated with the split field described above. Letting K= Q(s, , eZ) we use 
the theorem in Samuel to conclude that D(E,, c2, 1) = m’D(O,): 
D(E,, s2, l)=det f$J; y;;f ‘:3 
and Trs,=TrE2=k=TrA, also TrcIsZ=Tr f/c3=k*=Tr(A-I). All we 
are lacking is Tr(s:) = Tr($). 
Tr sf = E; + cij + E: 
=(E~+E~+Ef+2F,E2+2E2E3$2E3E,) 
-2E,Ez-2EzE,--2&,&, 
=(E, +EZ+Ej)Z-2(1/t:l + t/E2+ l/Ej) 
= k2 - 2k*. 
Now we can write 
D(c,, e2, 1) = det ! k’- 2k* k* k k* k2-2k* k k k 3 
= 3(k4 - 4k’k* + 4k*‘) + 2k*kz 
- 3k*2 - 2k”(k2 - 2k*) 
= k4 - 6k=k* + 9k*= 
z (k’ - Jk*)‘. 
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Therefore from Samuel as before we have 
(k2 - 3k*)2 = m2d 
as the analog of Pell’s equation for S/(3, Z). 
THEOREM 2. If there is a totally real cubic field with discriminant d then 
there exist integers k, k*, in such that k # k* and 
(k2 - 3k*) = m2d. 
Proof: Let K be a totally real cubic field and let {E,,,, sC2,, cC3)} be three 
mutually conjugate units in K. Let k = Tr(s(,)) and k* = Tr( l/EC,,) = 
Tr(.sC21s,3)). Then the preceding computation of D(s(i), sCZ), 1) shows that k 
and k* satisfy 
(k’ - 3k*) = m2d 
for some m. The characteristic polynomial for {E,,,, sC2), Q,} is 
P(x)= -x3+k.x2-k*x+ 1. 
It is easy to verify that if K is totally real and cubic then x - 1 does not 
divide P(x) and therefore k-k* # 0. 
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